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the azure cosmos db emulator provides a local environment that emulates the azure cosmos db service for development purposes. using the azure cosmos db emulator, you can develop and test your application locally, without creating an azure subscription or incurring any costs. when
you're satisfied with how your application is working in the azure cosmos db emulator, you can switch to using an azure cosmos account in the cloud. this article describes how to install and use the emulator on windows, linux, macos, and windows docker environments. creating a cosmos
db account and a service account to access the account. creating a cosmos db emulator account and adding the service account to the account. installing the azure cli and the azure sdk. using the azure cli to create a container. using the azure sdk to create a container. using the azure cli
to create a user. creating a cosmos db account and a service account to access the account. creating a cosmos db emulator account and adding the service account to the account. installing the azure cli and the azure sdk. the emulator uses the local file system for persistence. the
emulator does not support the cosmos db shared access signature (sas) authentication mechanism. in addition, the emulator does not support continuous shard allocation for the azure cosmos db service. the emulator supports the following storage types: local account data blob storage
account table storage account ssd because of the emulator's implementation and requirements, the applications that run against the emulator do not have full access to the full functionality of the azure cosmos db service. applications can connect to the emulator to retrieve data, create
and update documents, and store data. after these operations are complete, the applications must disconnect and use the data without the emulator's capabilities.
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The Storage Emulator is compatible with any Kerberos version supported by the underlying Storage Service. You can use either asymmetric (5.1) or symmetric (SPNEGO) authentication. Only symmetric authentication is supported by Windows Server 2016, but check the deployment guides
for specific recommendations. Unlike the Storage Emulator, the File Server Emulator does not depend on specific versions of the OData libraries. Replacing the OData DLLs used by the File Server Emulator with other versions is unsupported, and may cause unexpected behavior. However,
any version of OData supported by the storage service may be used to send requests to the emulator. The NTFS Mounts Emulator depends on specific versions of the OData libraries. Replacing the OData DLLs used by the NTFS Mounts Emulator with other versions is unsupported, and may
cause unexpected behavior. However, any version of OData supported by the storage service may be used to send requests to the emulator. The Windows Store Deployment Emulator is designed to determine whether a machine is properly configured to accept published app content and

approval settings. The Emulator operates under a known security context and can typically be trusted. The Windows Store App-V remote installation emulator provides basic scripting functionality. You can use the Settings.plist example to install an application on a remote machine. You can
edit the settings.plist file to alter the installation process. You can also use the. When you click to create a resource in the Azure portal, you are prompted for the resource's name, location, resource group, and subscription. The Azure Storage Emulator automatically appears as a resource in

the portal. 5ec8ef588b
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